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EDITOR'S NOTE

This experimental issue abstracts books,

general articles and technical papers in the

field of health manpower. ,A11 abstracts

included are of published materials over the

last (18) eighteen months. Also, we have
.0

included one origirlal study of the Center for

Medical Manpower Studies. The abstracts are

a true represeratiotof views by the author(s);

a strong attempt has been made not td introduce

our awn views or opinions. This publication is

i.ntended for researchers .iresearchers ,ie health manpAwer

field and we welcome comments and suggestions,

for adjusting further issues.

We are indebted to Ir. Howard Rosen, Director,
i

Office of Research and Development, ,Employment

and Training Administration, U.S. Department of ,

Labor and Mr. Williarlt ThrOCkmorton, Project

Monitor of this sane office, /for their ideas,

encouragement and support'.

r
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HEALTH MANPOWER INDICATORS

1, In 1975, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose
7.7 percent (less medical services) while
the medical care services of the CPI rose
1(6.3 percent, hospital service charges by
13 percent, and physiclan fees by 11.8
percent. r

2 In 1965 health care Apenditures represented
5.9 percent cf Gross National Product (GNP).
By_1975 health care expenditures increased
41 percent to represent 8.3 percent of GNP.

3. Through the first three months of 1976 costs
of medical care services rosy at a 14.0
percent annual rate, physician fees at 'ala

14.2 percent 'rate, and hospital service
. charges at a 20.1 percent rate./ During this
-period the Cp1 (less. medical serNices) rose
at a 2.4 percent rate.

4. From 1970 to 1975 total outpatient admissipns
increased from /81,370;000 to254,844,343 -
lanincrease of-40.5 percent.

5. From 1970 to 1975 total inpatie admissions
increased from'31,'75,0,000 to 36,156,516' an
increase of 13.8 percent.

6. From 1970'to 1975 total full- -time equivalent.
(kTE) hospital perspnnel increased from
2,537,000 to 3,022,597-representing an
increase of 19.2 percent.

7. From 14970 to 1975 the number of p ysicians
and dentists in hospitals (FTE) i creased
from 45,966 to 54,712 repres an
increase of 19-0. percent:

From 1970 to .1975 the number of registered

nurses in hospitals"--(FTEY increased from
393,410 'to-510,118 representing an increase
of 29.7 percent.

A
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9. From_1970 to 1975 the number of licensed

practid'al nurses in hospitals'(FTE) in-
creasedfirom 195,757 to 239,949 represent-
ing an increase of 22.6 percent,

10. The physician rate per 100,000 population
was 163 in 1970 and 166 in 1974. 4

4
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THE MARKET FOR MIDDLE ECHELON HEALTH CARE
ADAINISTRATORS*

1. Health Administration as an Occupational
Category

The-term-Thealth administrator': is extremely
broad, ripresenting a very large number of
health related managerial, technical, servic6
and clerical occupations.', Actually,'this term
has gradually become more generic as tlie health
care industry has grown both in absolute size
and complexity.. The growth of this sector has
in fact been so_rapid that occupational terminal,
ogv necessary to identify and differentiate new
functions ICas not kept pace. TbilaReport of the
Commission on,IEducation for fie &Zth AdMinistra-
tion (hereaf"6er cited as We Kellogg study)
defines health administrattf$ as:

...those,who are direqars of public '

and-private-i!tatitutirt's, agencieS, and
programs involved in the, planning and
delivery of personal or coMmuvity health
and medical care service, and other
personnel in such organizations who
aspire" to become executives.

As recently as the 1950's, the health care
system in the United States could be described
as consisting primarily of private 'general
practitioners serving patients on a one-to-one
basis, irr'a solse-proprietorship setting. Hos-
pitals were essentially non-profit, and the
number of'specialists relative to general practi-

#Staff Report, Center for Medical Manpower
Studies, Northeastern University, Boston, MA.

3.
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tionexs was quitp small. Perhaps a symb91 of
the simplicity of the system in those tiles was
the fact that it was jot uncommon for the family
doctor to make a home visit to treat a patient"
who was having a minor bout with the'flu. In

such a System; the need fox well trained admini-
strato rs was limited. Rising costs had not yet
put pressure on the hospital system to seek
efficient managerial talent and individual prac-
titioners could act as their own managers,

.perhaps witAkhe help of a part-time bookkeeper
or physicians' nurse who served as the office

Cie and bookkeeper as well as a medical'aid.

The health system has since ldst much of this
l'O.Mplicity. i'ne individual practitioner is now
Likely a specialist, practicing in a partnership
arrangement with otherphysicians.4 The hospital

',System has grown to the point where the complex-
'ity of individual departments within a hospital
now rivals that of the entire' hospital twenty

years ago. Paralleling the growth of special-
ized medical functions within Inospitals'has been
the development of new delivery mechanisms such '
as community health, lanning agencies, compre-
hensive medical care delivery organizations, and
ambulatory facilities in general. The public

health sector has also grown, and tkie kinds and
number of government review agencieS continuer
to expand at local, state, and federal levels.
As the system has expanded, so has the number
and kinds of third party carriers. It is sig-
nificant to note that the growth of health re-
laped activities such asthese has been so rapid
that the demand for health administrators in
general'has exhibited.a shift in composition
away from theclassic hospitalscene towards
these new areas.

q3ecause,of the rapid expansion of this sector
And its consequent impact on job complexity,
categories of job opportunities and duties that

-, correspond to them have been expanding also.



_Appendix A presents an occupation /task matrix.of
personnel who are likely candidatqe for health

, '

care administrators. The vAiety of areas,_
included indicates the generic nature of the
concept.

2. ,Coveraa.

This study is-Nan attempt to assess the poten-
tial employment opportunities of'middle-echelon
health care administrators. Specifically, local
undergraduate and graduate health cafe adminis-

. tration programs are examined wi9 reference to
national trends". On theAbther hand, analysis of
demand allows us to evaluate the short and long
run possibilities of accopodatineither a Short-
age or oversupply of middle-echelon health care
administrators: In this paper we limit our es-_
timates to employment oppbrtunities in the
Boston-Cambridge area for hospitals, long-term
care facilities, and ambulatory facilities only, -

omitting public health and 'government agency
employment, as well as third party employment.

Our concernhere is only with middle-echelon
health care administrators (MEHCAs). . Excluded
from the study are top-echelon hospital adminis-
trators such as executive directors, chiefs of
service, or associate and assistantadminstra-
tors of fairly large hospitals (fiver 200 beds).
This study aims to evaluate a brbad range of
positions, both in the' traditional hospital
setting and in newer settings. Moreover, the
federal-government has been considering a na-
tional healthdnsurance program (NHI). Should
such a program materialize, specialists of a
middle-echelon variety would be required to deal
with the enormously complicated variety of
required interaction between third-party payer, ,

the federal government and the consumer public.
Such positions could be filled by new categories
of MEHCA.

.5.
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Histprically, the principal' source of demF id

for health adminIstrators has bifn in Hospitals,
long-term facilities, and publil'health agencies.
Hospitals have been the majot source of employ-
ment ar0 still are. 'However., there are three

concurrent changer taking place in the health"'
sector which ate affecting-health manpower de-

* mand.

First, there is the absolute growth in the
demand for health administrators that has devel-
oped along withOthe demand for health services
in general. Secon the ever increasing com-
plexity of neaitn -tar has led to a Change in
the nature and types of fob categories. Third,
even though hospitals remain .the principal

:rice of employment, for health administrators,

the,rate of.grc.wth cf dimand in other areas has
been fart,greater, aid ae can therefore expect
the leading role of the hospital to diminish.

The growth in the absolute level of demand for
admiistrators ',7111 -in and of itself have no
effect onti;e kinds of admi4istrators required
(anA thus tpe kinds cif educational_programs
needed). In-terms ofeducational planning, the
second and third characteristics of tfte demand
'are cmcial. They imply that the current edu-
catioral programs are becoming outmoded. Ln

'...rec=lition of these changes, new pritgrams are

'eveloping.

Existing eucational opportunities, in stress-
ing the inter-disciplinary approach to training
(usually with or witnin the business program)
are directed primarilv at those sources of et-

- lloymerit we will label as qconventionale" i.e.,
hospitals and long-term care facilities. these
programs emphasize the fact that in such a get-
ting, the functiobwis of lower and middle-echelon

administrative personnel do not really require
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a great, deal of specialized training beyond basic
managerial skills. Discullsions with hospital
persolinel administrators revealed -hat unique
ski41s, are not-required for many of the-positions
being filled. A typical response from a person-
nel administrator would be that "an accounts
receivable clerk is an accounts receivable#

clerk, whether employed e hospital or a de-
partment store." This notion'is probably true
for a wide variety of conventional positions in .

the conventional employment sources,'and,existirig
interdisciplinary programs seem to be serving
this gro-up in providing essentially business-
otiented training; with a small input of descripw
tive health systems courses.

The 'area's WIliach are not being served by these
programs are illbse we will identify as the high
groWth areas: managerial flanctions inmbula-
tory health centers, gOvernment agencies, etc.
In short, the health system is currently under-
95ing a.change in its institutional structure,
and this change calls for the creation of new
educational programs which will provide the
broader skills necessary in the newet settings.

As mentioned above, the health system is
-undergoing 4 fundamentlal clipan4ein its delivery
mechanisms which is creating a rapid growth in-
the ambulatory area. In particular; health
maintenance organizations, neighborhood health
centers, public and privately owned clinics,
etc., are experienikng rapid growth. Table 1
presents data on'the number and tyPies of such
facilities in the Boston-Cambridge area for,th:,N
year4'1968, 1971, and 1973. Of special impor-
tance is the neighborhood health centers (NBC),
which have grpwn some foUrfold during the period.

It is obvious from the data in Table 1 that
the ambulatory centers are experiencing rapid
grOwth by comparison to conventional facilities-,
and-as a result we expect health administletor
opportunities to be strongest in the ambulatory

11
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TABLE 1: TYPES CF AMBULATORY FACILITIES IN BOSTCN-CARIDGE

1968, 1971, MI 1973

..,

TYPE OF FACULTY
NUMBER OF FACILITIES PERCENT CHANGE _

1968 1971 1973 1968-1971 1971-197311968-1973

Clinics 11 12 16 9.0 33'`7
11

45.4

NeighberhoO4 Health Centers 7 30 38 320.5 26.6
I

21628'.
p

Mental gealth Centers , * 13 14 16 7.1 14.2 . 23.1

College IllfirMariOS- 5 5 5 0 P 0 , .' 0

Dental Schools and Clinics 7 7
$

0 0 0

Oth;r . 12 12 14 0 40.0. 40.0

.

TOTAL 55 ' 80 96 I 45.4 20.0 74.5'

SOurces The.Cantei for Medical Manpower Studies, Northeastern University, Survey
of Hospitals, Miming and Seat Rome., and Ambulatory Facilities in Boston
and Cambridpe, 1976.

4
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areas. Table 2"provides employment data for
health wdrkers for the same periods.. Euployment

/ in the ambulatory sector'has approximately
,doubled over this period, while it,has grown
only about,25 percent in hOspitals. Thias,

although'hospltals are. providing increasing

'employmetr.dpportunities, they are doing so at a
slower rate than the ambulatory group,

4. The Market for 1,ITHCA' .

At the present time, the market for health ad-
git ministrators is extremely diSorganized, repre-

senting a'breakdown in the link between the
demand for administrators and the supply for
individuals with the pr9per educational creden-:
tials. In effect, the system has deVeloped so-

rapidly that a disequilibrium has resulted in
.tlie market.' This is indicated by the lack of
specific descriptions of necessary gualifica-
'ions within personnel departments in hospitals,

(

and incthe hpha4ard nature by which many posi-
tions are now filled. Occupational ladders are
not clearly defined, and many positions are
filled by physicians and others who are not
tvainaa' for "managerial functions. According to
the Kellogg study, onlyNone in four health ad-.
ministrators has had any forMal training in the

",field [134. 16]. 4.1/

'Demand for heal V1 care administrators 'both
A

the United States. and in eastern MassactrUsettsf

depends on the overall demand for health-con-
nected,service. There is not a single o homo-e

geneDus-market for health manpower; they foreA
a simple analysis of job vacancies or. app ca-
tions does not reveal the nature of a-poten ial

shortage or,surplus. focally, the depth of the
cession in the' Massachusetts area over,the

past few years has been so severe that, all

openings that develop lead to very large re-
sponses from the unemployed. However, the

9
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TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF ALL HEALTH W3RKER WITHIN BSION-OVi3RID5E SURNEY BY TYPE OF MUM

1968 1971 I ".' 1973 PERCENTAGE CHARGETYPE OF . _

NURSER OF PERCENTAGE $ NUMBER OF Papaarna NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE
EMPLOYER

HEALTH WORKERS DISTRIBUTION HEALTH WORKERS DISTRIBUTION HEALTH WORKERS DISTRIBUTION 1968-1971 1971-1973 1968-1973
i

HOSPITALS

MOWING 4

15,761 99.8

1

I

018,634 79.4

i

19,759 80.2

.

[ 18.2 6.0 25.4

REST HOWES 3,027, 3,245 13.8 2,976 12.1 7.2 -8.3 -1.7

AMBULATOFY.
FACILITIES 94 4.8 '1,596 6.8 1,892 7.7 67.3' 18.5 98.2

,...

TOTAL 19,742 100.3 23,4/5 100.0 , 24,62t7 100.0., 1 18L9 . 4.9 24.71

,

Source: The Center for Medical Manpower Studies, Morthelatern University, Survey of Hospitals, Nurecng
and Rest Homes, ant Ambulatory loaditities in Boston and Cambridge, 1976. I

a

Or
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II ti OF ALL FEALTH MBE WITHIN KETON-OVTRacave BY TYPE Of 1311DYER

1971
.

1973 , --- plummy= -CRAM=
.

TAGE
UTIOU

NUMBER OF '

HEALTH WORKERS
PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION

NUMBER OP
HEALTH WORMS

PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION 1968-1971 1971-1973 1968-1973

B 18,634 79.4 19,759 80.2 18.2 6.0 25.4

S
i 3,245 13.8 2,976 12.1 7.2 -8.3

-1.2,16.

1

B 1,596 6.8 #1,892 7.7 67.3 18.5 98.2

3 23,475 100.0 24,627 100.0 18.9 4.9 ' 24.7

r Medical ManOower,Studims, Northeastern University, Survey of Hospitals, /horsing
o, and Ambulatory Facilities in Boston and Cambridge, 1976..

15
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MEHCA occupational category is so broad and,..'
podrly defined that applicants for these si-
tions often do not possess the particular skills
required by the jobs.

In addition to these problems, the rket it-
self is distorted by imperfections Moreover,
nonprofit occupations have'little Incentive to
operate efficiently. If, the ma' et for health
manpower operated effiylently ith no artificial
bhrriers such as lice4se re..irements and aiming
to efficiency, supply and d_ .and would ultimately
correct shortages.' Insti utions would act to
retain or attract emplo -es, restructmrehirling
standards and pay sca s, institute training
programS,'and explor 'flew sources of recruitment.
However, hospitals eve not moved adequately to
correct high turn ver rates, job dassatisf tIon,
reldavely lo :ge levels, or limited upwa d
mobility.

The actions of eppfoyers have been matched by
the attitudes of gome groups of 4ealth workers.
As health workers become more specialized, they
tend to seek a higher professional status and to
mimic exclusionary guild practices of the reprar"
sentative model - the physician.. As health occur

'pations form. their own interest groups,-they
further limit the mobility of workerf withOut
professional credentials.

Since 1970 the greater Boston area-has been
characterized bye buyer's market, and it has
been experiencing the highest unemployment rake*
since the depression years. tind4r these condi-
tions it is very difficUlt to assess short-term
perspectives for a holder of a Bachelor degree
ineHealth Administration that Can be substituIed
easily in the ma ket by eager individu ready
to le trained on the-job. Whether or hot this

. 4

is erfrcient from the assessment point of view
istot relevant here.

we'

11



It the labor market in general continues to be
soft, the demand for professional middle-echelon
health care administrators with A specialized'
undergraduate college education will be very
meager. These professionals will have to compete
with othercollege graduates wiling to work for
going wages while receiving limited voicational
training on the job! However, if the/ commitment
to health Care'of

.
the i'ter administration is

translated into activ implementation, then
* even in tt short run ( einext five years or

so) , shortages of professionals may deve14. In.
that case, the management of health institutions
aria the archaic mentality will be 'revamped
because 6f three factors: (1) the' need fO'r
increased efficiendyi (2)...the draining of the
market ofmargin.al substitution (those who,a,re
qualified in'rer fields but are willing t6
receive training on the Doti); an (3) the in-

. creased demand forheAlth care., due'to -

adoptidn of a partial or comprehensive nattonal
alth irisurance plan.

5. Projections of Dena-rid for. MEHCA

It has been estimate that health ekpenditures
represented approxima ly 8.percent of GNP in
1975,*and that it will grow'o approximately
10 percent by 1980 [10, p. 58]. This would be a
substantial rise, and it/does not include the
Potential of national health insurance. It has
been..f14ther estimated that a given percentage
incre4se in health'* care spending as a fraction
of GNP expands employment in the health sector
by 50 percent,af thedphang [11].' This means a
2.5 percent ,rol..ith in spending will lead to a
.12.5,percervtgrowli in health sector emploMent,
add Olig figure forms the basisfor'our projec-

. tidn in Boston-Cambridge facilities.

Current employmdnaleVels in this area were

a 12



obtainedby direct survey of a sample of insti-
tutions. Ead4 survey participant was asked to
provide is with the total number of personnel
employe4i at the institution, and either the
number or percentage classified as adMinistra-
tive. We define "administrative" by describing
job categories that would be relevant. From our
sample results, we projected totals for the
entire population. Our results are detailed in
Table 3A.

Our statist
the Boston -Ca
645 new MEHCA

cal projectio'n indicates that in,
ridge area alone, there /will be
ots-developing in the' period

through 1980. NOte t*at the publi sector' has
been biitted,.And the potential i pact ofna-
tional health insurance is ignoted. is'also
significant that ambulatory facilities a e con-

.

siderably more intensive in their use of a n-
istrators than are hospitals (17.93 Percent vs.
8.57 percent). Considering that these are the

riding the most rapid growth of
rcent in_1968-73) , the

rative slots will probably
f the new emphasis on these'

facilities experi
employment X98.2
nUmberof adMinis
grow more because

facilities.

6. Impact of N4t

The near cert
of national heal
futuret.and the
ficarit impact on

we Consider thes
jections. Studi
uslially measure

,consumer's respo
-andt coverage.
terms of demand

'and'elasticities
assumptions-abou

r

nal Health Insur;ane

of ;the passage'Vf.some form
nsurance in the foreseeable

ac that it will have a signi-
ma Bower needS't requiresi,that
f ctors in making any,pro-

s f national health insurance
is ',impact by examining the

se to the change in their insur-

response is measured in
ticities for health care,
fileasured using a variety of

e degree of coverage.

-13



TABLE 3A: PROf_CTED EMPLOYSIT OPPCCIllifITIES IN BCGTON AND

CAMBRIDGE HOSPITALS, LONG TERI CARE FACILITIES,

4L ftillAIDRY FACILITIES INFOLGH 1983

Hospitals
Long Term

Care Facilities
Ambulatory
Facilities

Population Size (1975) 45 121 105

Serpi? Size 16 10 11

Estimated Total Personnel 39,111 6,655 5,145

Estimated Percentage of
Personnel in Administrative
Roles 8.56." 13.35 17.93

Total MCA* 3,358 888 922

Growth of Exployment 12.5 12.5 12.5

Projected Nev Slots 419 111 115

Source: Center for Medical Manpower Studies, Northeaatirn
university, November, 1976)

14
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A. First Estimate.: Ravis and Russell [3] and
Feldgtein [4] have estimated demand _elasticities

for-health care, assuming the introduction of 'a
comprehenSive national, health insurance prigram.
These are summarized in Table 313.--:

Projections of the percentage rise in MEHCA
needs: assuming that a unit increment in health
care demand induces a 50 percent increment in
health manpower'needs, are presented in Table 3C.

Applying these peircentages to Boston-Cambridge,
we find the following additional potential
demand for MEHCAs as tabulated in_Table

8. SecaPid Estimate: Another, group of elas-
iticity,estimatedeveloped by- Huang and Shomo
for the National Institutes of Health [7] takes
into consideration b6th aob6rehensive and less
than -compkenensive nAional health insurance
programs. '1 Ten -year, projections of the increase,

in demand for MEHCAs under ldw, medium and high
. elasticities, and the introduction of national

health insurance plans with law, 'moderate, and
comprehensive coverage, are tabulated in Fw

. Table 5: Based on these assumed elasticities,
we haveprojedted-the demand for MEHCAs in'the,
Boston-Cambridge area for 1986 (Table 4) .

,

4i-earlier -"status quo" projection calls for
a iocdesty average increase of 8.7 percent in the
Boston'- Cambridge area through 1980,
As c, '\be seen in Table 4, this is similar. to
our projection for 1986, fssuming a high co-
insurance health plan: TAis Confirms that the
weakest form of insurance will not substantially,
effect thedemand for health care.it.
By and large, the, three-projected estimates

for hospitals (Davis-Russell, Feldstein, Huang"4M,

4 :Shomo) under' a comprehensive health plan area

15 .4
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TABLem43: ESTIMATED DEMAND EtASTICITIES

Hospital days

Outpatient visits

Davis & Russell
(aggregate data, 1969)

; .5

-1.0

(aggregate TI:!2:::ts, 1915 -67)

-.67

NA



TABLE 3B: ESTIMATED DEMAND ELASTIcITIES

Davis & Bissell
(aggregate data, 1969)

,FeldAtein
(aggregate Time-Series, 1955,-67)

- .5 -.67

11.0 - NA

J
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TABI,E 3C: INCREASES IN,MEHCA EEMAND, AS IMPLIED BY ELASTICITY ESTIMATES

Davis-Russell Feldstein

Hospitals 25%

Outpatient Visits 50%

33.5%

NA

23.
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REASL INJMEHCA DEMAND, AS IMPLIED BY ELAST CITY ESTIMATES

11.

its

Davis-Russell

25%

50%

Fel telt

33.5%

NA

°4

J

a
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TABLE 30: IMPLIED_NEW EHCA SLOTS, 1986

Actual

Assumed Elasticities by:

Davis-Rusgtell Feldstein
Facilities 1976 Total

w
Change %Change alTot Change %Change

Hospitals* 4246 5301 1061 25.00 5668 1422 33.5/

Outpatient 922 1383-- 461 10.00 .NA NA NA

*Thirs category Combines hoepital and long-term care facility,
data in Table 2..
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TABLE. 3D: IMPLIED NEW MEHCA SLOTS, 1986

al

76

Assumed Elasticities by:
o .

Davis-Russell Feldstein
Total Change %Change Total Change %Change

530/4 . 1061 25.00 5668,: 1422 33.5

1383 461 /50.00 * NA NA NA
(

ry combines hospital and long-term card facility
le 2.

v
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Ma 4: PRIED NEW filICA SOS MOO 1986 CHEER VARYING ZEES

, OF ?ATM HEWN INSIMICE COVERAGE

*

Projection foe 1986
Type of Elasticity

1986 1976 Percent
High Coinsurance High medium Low Average Actual Change

Hospitals \ 376).
407 3459 3649 3358 .

d.

AmbulitoFy 1033
..

1023 950 1002 . 922

Tong -Ten

Total, .

995

5789

, .986

5736

915

532f

965

'5616

888

5168 .8.67

ii

Moderate Coinsurance

Hospitals 4332 3862 S 3559 3918 3358
, .

'1060Ambulatory 1189 977 1075 922
.

Long-Term

,Tbtal

1145

6666

1021

5943

941 ,

5477

1036

. 6029

888

5168 16.66

16

Comprehensive
*

* .

fHospitals 5171 k299 3778 4399 3358

AmbulatiOry 1420 1180 1023 1207 922

Tong -Tar .1368 1136 86 1163 888

Total .7959 6616 '5737 6769' . 5168 36.98

Iu/1

,r;oet Center for Medical Manpower Studies:Northeastern Unlversity,
November, 1976.

aer
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TABLE '5: PERCENTAGE INCREASE THROUGH 1986 IN MEHCA SLOTS, GIVEN VARIOUS
ELASTICITY AND INSURANCE-COVERAGE ASSUMPTIONS

Assumed Elasticity

High Medium Low

High Coinsurance 12 11 3

Moderate Coinsurance, . 24' 15 .6 4ollik,

'Comprehensive' $4 28 11
1

..s

2o

4

4
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AGE INCREASE THROUGH 1986 IN MEHCA SLOTS, GIVEN VARIOUS
ELASTICITY AND INSURANCE-COVERAGE ASSUMPTIONS

'High

Assumed Elasticity

Medium Low

ce 12 11

urance 29 15 6
6.

,54 28 11

29
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. A.^

)k
very close: 29.5 percent, 33 5 percent,'Apd 3,1.0
percent. Table-6 summarizes potential new open-
ings for MEHCAs in the Boston-Cambridge area.

- They range'from 324 to 645 for 1980, and from
448 to 1522 for 1986.

*
%

By employer groups demand sources can be summa-
rized as follows:

A:.Hospitals: Always the principal employer'
of health administrators, hospital demand'
for them will Probably contihue to grOW in
the aggregate,but at a slower rate than
in other areas.

1. Sort-term General Non-Profit Hospitals:
A very large percentage of beds Oh this
category are in teaching hospitals.

Because of their role in medical educa-
tion, their importance will groW with
the increased medical school enrollments
that are expected to accompa1y national
health insurance legislation, which will
include incentives to expand medical
education.

2: Short-term General Government Hospittls:
Althoug7of small relative importance,
hospitals administered'at the local
level are growing in number, and will
therefore contribute to the growth of
demand for MEHCAs.

,

3. Long-Term Non-Profit-Hospitals No
growth is anticipated ip this sub -
sector beyond than expected as part of
the secular trend."\

4. Long -Term Care Facilities: These are
.comprised primarily of VA hospitals at
the federal level, and state psyhiat-,

ric hospitals. .Only secular growth is
expected.

21



is,
TABLE 6: StriaN r PiLTEFFIATIW OCA F( TS FOR TIE BOSTT.0-OVERIDEE AREA

'Projected New Slots, Based an Assumed
Health-Care Spending as a Percentage
of GNP

1986
Asiumed elasticities
Health-Cars Dimond

1976

Actual 9% of GNP
1980

10% of Davis -Russell Feldstein

CNIS
High Moderate

Coihsuranoe Coinsuranbe
()Dupre -

hensive

Hospitals 3358 210 419 108; 1422 291 560 1041

Ambulatory 922 58 115 461 HA 80 153 les
.

Long Term 888 56 77 148 275
I-

tal 5168 41 324 1522 NA 448 861 "1601

6°

Source. Center for Medical Nanpoier Studies (CANS), northeastern Ohiversity,
November, 1976.

I
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a

OF ALTERiATIVE riEfiCA FORECASTS MR TIEBOSTal-OVERIEGE AB

Slots, Based on Assumed
pending as a Percentage

10% of GNP

419

115

111 4
i

645

1986
Assumed Elasticities
Health-Care Dewed

CHM

Devis-Russelr Haldstain
High Moderate

Coinsurance Coinsurance
Comps.-
hensi vie

1061 1422 291 560 1041 NN
461 IA 80 153 285 .

t...,
.

t 77 148 275

1522 MA _,--- 448 861 1601

dioal Manpower Studies (CMS), Northeastern Onivitrsity,
6.

1

1

e

..
sr
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B. LongTTerm Care Facilities : In terms of
state licensing requirements, these
facilities-aie classified according to
allowable medical functions within them.
Thus they run the gamut from retirement
homes to facilities that operate
essentially as hospitals: Growth in this
sector will be modest, with a secular
trend provided by the advancing age
.profile of the population:

C. Public Health: This sector will undoubt-
:edly shark in the overall growth in ..,

government activity that is anticipated.,
What specific role the public heath

--sector will play in national health insur-
ance is as yet-unknown. State and local

/...

growpublic health agencies 11 gw with or
without national heal insurance. This

'1.1.s the one conventional demand source

that will keep pace with newerNeas in
growth. over the next ten to twenty years.

t .

D. "Hands-On" Facilities

1. Health-Maintenance Organilations: The
growth of HMOs is expe ted to be signi-

.

ficant over the next tw decades,

Prepaid comprehensive hea th-care or-
gani2ations will play almajor role in..
the nation's (and regions') health

. system, and-all potential national
health insurance proposals stipulate
these as primary delivery devices.
They will require competent administra-
tive personnel at all levels. The

Harvard Community Health Plan is a
forerunner in this area, and already
has over 35,000 members.,-?Blue Cross/,
Blue Shield also has a similar plan 'in
treldevelopment stage.

A 23 (
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2. Neighborhood"Health Centers: There has
been an increase of over 90% of MRCS in
the past decade. Tb will surely be a._
major national'heal

by
tool,

funded and operated by the"federal and
state governments, undoubtedly with
some local government inpUt. Again,
adqinistrative personnel will be in
demand at all levels. ,

3: Family Planning Clinics: Modest growth
is anticipated here, as government
becomes more involved in this kind of
medical service.

A

E. Planning FaCilities

1. Community and Pegiorial Health Planning
Agencies: Federal legislation. (93-641)
provides.for federal funding of these
agencies at the-focal level, and as a-

_

result there will be a very 1
number If employment slots deve oping
here. Facilities of this nature are
intensive users of administrative
personnel,,and will therefore provide
significant employment opportunities.r

2. Environmental Management: The health
component of -environmental planning
and management is currently receiving
a great deal of attention. -Employfreq
opPortunities are thus. developing in
this area as well. -

3. NatioAal Health.Insurance: The adop-
tion ofjederally financed health
insurance will create a large federal,
state, local, and medical infrastrue-
tdre, with intensive use of administa-
tive personnel. This will be the
largest source of` demand .in the area.
Private carriers will also expand their'
needs as.a-result.

24
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Appendix A

Primary Tasks Performed_by Major MCA Categories

REODRD6 AND commuracanow
1 3 4 5 6 7 4

-

Record.
ing
System.

Plow
Charts

Stat-
istical'analA
Reportsjsis

Task

'Mork

Schad-
tiling

Census ,EDP
0=0.1-
ing

Ooordin-
ation

I MMIAGEICHT

x
.

x

a
a "1-1.'

.

a
x

-

a

a

a
x
a

a

a

.

x
a
a
.-

x
a i
x

-
x

a
x

a

a

r x

a
a

x
a
a
x
a
a

a

*a
.`x

a
,

a
a
a

a
a
x
x
x

a
a

If

,

x
a
a
'

x
a
a
a
a

a
x

a
x
x

x
,

a

x

a
x

-

x
x
a
x
x
a
a
a
a

x
ic

'ar
x

a

as

a

a
a
a
x

a
x
x

a
x

x

x

x
x

x

r

a

a
x

x

a
x
a

a

a
x
a
a
x

a
x

,

1 Office Manager-
2 -Ward Assistant Mgr.
13 Asst. Director
4 medical\ Of Tice asst . .

5 Maintenance Supervisor A
6 Triage Supervisor
7 Ambulatory Administrator
8 Third Party Mgt. Officer .

9 P.H. Agency Officer
II RECORDS

ID Admission Officer
11 Med. Records Officer
III PERSIORMEL

12 Personnel Administrator
13 labor Negotiator
14 Payroll Of ficer
IV FINANCE
15 Purchasing Agent
lb Cashier
17 Rate. Setter /
v asuman
A third Party Payer
19 Consumer

VI STATISTICS
V Statistician
21Accountant
22 Auditor
23 Computer Programmer
24 Computer Aoalyst

VII iLARBMWG
Z Sysisse analyst
Z Planner
VIII PUBLIC RELATIONS
77 PR Officer
A Health Legislative Mit.
29 Medical lobbyist

Source! (tenter for Nedigal Manpower Studies!, November 1976
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Primary Tasks Performed by Majoi MEHCA Categories

TI TATI VE BRILLS

8 9 . 10.

Compute," .

Programming

EDP

Systems
Analysis

X.counting

I 4* mmuciemeirr
QI,..

x . x .1 Office ,Manager
2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
3 Asst. Director

a

x

4 Medical Office Asst.
S Maintenance Supervisor
6 Triage Supervisor
7 Ambulatory Administrator
8 Third Party Mgt. Officer
9 P.N. Agency Officer x

II RECORDS
x

x .

x10 Admission Officer
11 Ned. Records Officer

a

III PERSONNEL . .

12 Personnel Administrator
13 Labor Negotiator
14.Payroll Officer

-x

x°

IV" PlIUNCE

x

15 Purchasing Agent
16 Cashier
17 Rats Setter

V OMBUDSMAN >
18 Third Party Payer r

19 Consumer

VI . STATISTICS
x

x

x

x'""

'!

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

.20 Statistician
fl Accountant
22 Auditor
23 Computer Programmer
24 Computer Analyst

VII PLANING
x x

x

x
x

25 Systems Analyst
26 Planner

VIII PUBLIC RELATIONS

x x

,
21 PR Officer
28 Health Legislative Asst.
29 Medical Lobbyist

Source: Center for Medical Manpower Studies, November 1976
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Primary Tasks Performed by Ma3or MEHCA Categories

' OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
. 11 12 13 14 1 15

I

0Analysis
Systems Operation

Analysis
Analysis of
Capacity

CoserEffec-
tiveness

Productivity
Analysis

I MANAGEMENT .

1 Office Manager

2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
3 Asst. Director

4 Medical Office Asst.
5 MaintenInce Supervisor
6 Triage'Supervisor

x x x
x

x

x
x

x

x.

x

x

x

S
x
x

x

x

x7 Ambulatory Administrator-
8 Third Party Mgt. Officer
9 P.H. Agency Officer

x ,
,x

x

x

x
x

x
x,
x

II PECORES
10 Admission Officer
11 Med. Records Officer x

- -

II/ 'PERSONNEL

x

x

,

x
x

12-Personnel Adsu.nists4 7`
13 Labor_Negotiator
14 Payroll Officer

IV FINANCE

x
/15 Purchasing Agent

16 Cashier
17 Rate Setter x

x
V OMBUDSMAN
18 Third Party Payer
19 Consumer

x
VI STATISTICS
20 Statistician ... ,-= x x x x x21 Accountant x x x x22 Auditor x x x x23 Computer Pnograamer
24 Computer Anilyst x x x x x

VII PLANNING, .

x
,

x x x . x
25 Systems Analyst
26 Planner x x x x x
VIII PUBLIC RELATIONS
27 PR Officer

28 Health Legislative Asst.
29 Medical Lobbyist

x .

' x x
x
x

,.....

z -

C
Source: Center for Medical Manpower Studies,

November 1976
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Primary Tasks Performed by Major POEHCA Categories

ACCOUNTING
_ . 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Invent°

Control
Cash
Flow

Capital
Accounts

Rmvii-

sition

Bill-
!mg

Budget-
ing

Audit
ing

I MANAGEMENT
x
x

TN. x
x

x
x

1

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x .

x

x

x
x

x

1 Office Manager
2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
3 Asst. Director

11
Medical Office Asst.
Maintenance Supervisor

6 Triage Supervisor
7 Ambulatory Administrator x x x x x
8 Third Party Mgt. Officer
9 P.H. Agency Officer

x x x x

x

s ^x

x ''` x

RECORDS
Admission Officer

11 Med. Records Officer ... I.
x

x

III PERSONNEL
12 Personnel Administrator
13 Labor Negotiator
14 Payroll Offider -

x

x
-

x

x

IV FINANCE
15 Purchasing Agent x x x x
16 Cashier * x x x x x
17 Rate Setter x ' x M
V OMBUDSMAN
18 Third Party Payer

t

x x x
19 Consumer

.
.

V/ STATISTICS
20 Statistician x x x x 'x
21 Accountant x x x x x x x
22 Auditor x x x x x x zee
23 Computer Programmer
24 Computer Analyst x x x x x x

VII PLANNING
25 Systems Analyst x x x x x
26 Planner x x x x x x x

VIII / PUBLIC RELATIONS
27 PR Officer
28 Health Legislative Aapt.
29 Medical Lobbyist x

x

x
x

Source% Center for Nedibel Manpower Studies, November 1976
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Primary Tasks eerformed by Ma3or MEHCA Categories

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Public
Bela-

tine

Patient
Rala-

tions

Credit
Evalu-
ations

Estate
Settle-
manta

Patient
Ichedul-

ing

Third
Party

/Coord.tion

AccounbALegal
Collec- Matter

I MANAGEMENT
x x x x x x1 OffiCS Manager

2 Ward Assistant Mgr. x x x- x x
3 Atilt. Director x x x x x x
4 Medical Office Asst.
5 tiaresnance Supervisor

x -

x
x

6 Triage Supervisor x x x x x
.7 Copulatory Adminis. x x ' x x x x x x
8 Third Party Mgt. Of. x x x x x x x x
9 P.H. Agency Officer x x x x

II RECORDS
10 Admission Officer x x * x x 4 X.-
11 Med. Records Officer x x x x

ILL__ - PERSONNEL

x
x 1.41

x

12 Personnel Adminis.
13 Labor Negotiator
14 Payroll- Officer

IV FINANCE
15 Purchasing Agent
16 Cashier .

x x x x
17 Rate getter x x x x x x

V OMBUDSMAN
18 Third Party Payer x * x x x x x x
19 Consumer ' x x x x x x

VI STATISTICS

x
x

x x
20 Statistician
21 Accountant
22 Auditor

. x x x x
23 Computer Programmer
gi Computer Analyst x x x

.

VII PLANNING

x25 Systems Analyst
26 Planner

VIII PUBLIC RELATIONS 0

27 PR Officer x x x x x x
28 Health Legilative A x x x x
29 Medical Lobbyist x x x x.

Souros4. Cent** for Medical Manpower Studies, November 1976

I
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Primary Tasks Performed by Ma)or MEHCA Category

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
'

31 32 33 '
----i

,

?lee Motion
Analysis

Auditing" Staff

Organisation.

*. MANAGEMENT

e

*
-

,

A .:: ^

,

,.

x

x

x

x

x
x

.x
x

.

x

x

x

x
x

'x

x

x

x
a

x

x

x
x

x

,.

x'

x
x
x

x
.,x

x

r
'el'

x

x

x
x

1 Office Manager -

2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
3 Asst. Director

4 Medical Office Asst.
5 Maintenance Supervisor-
6 Triage Supervisor

7 Ambulatory Administrator , 6
8 Third Party mgt. Officer
9 P.M. Agency Officer

II RECORDS

10 Admission Officer
11 Med. Records Officer

III PERSONNEL
, 12 Personnel Administrator
6 13 Labor Negotiator
14 Pevoll Officer

IV FINAMC2
15 Pu5chasing Agent
16'C3is1ier

17 Pate Setter

V OMBUDSMAN
18 Third Party payer
19 tonsumer

.

VI STATISTICS
2C Statistician
21 Accountant
22 Auditor

.

423 Computer Programmer
24 Computer Analyst .

VII PLANNING
25 Systems Analyst
26 Planner

'VIII P(BI,IC fLATIONS.
27 Pe.OffiCer

28 Health Legislative Asst.
29 Medical Lobbyist

Source: Center fof Medical ManpoBer
Studies, November 1976
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I
Primary Tasks latfAied by Major MEHCA Categorls

/ .

34 35 37

. .
' -'......\-

.

t

Counseling

v
PIFsonnel

.

Employee
Performance
Evaluation

Inservice
Training

.

I gitlyar.)ettr .
1

.

°'

i

x
x

X
x
x

x

x

...,

x
x

x

is

x

-;

P

x

. x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

.

. x

x

x

,

,

.

4

.

dr

.

x

X
x

x

x

x

x
-

x

IMO
x

x

i -

x

.

x-
x

.

x

X
x

-.

OP
x

x

x

x

.

..

x

er

x
.

o x

.

-

.

1 Of fiAr Manage r

2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
3 AhstvDi irector

4 Medical Office Asst.
5 Maintenance Supervisor

Oh, Trials Supervisor e,
7 Ambulatory Administrator
a Third Party Mgt. Offi
9 P.H: Agency Officer

.

iI -RECORDS 4

10 Admission Officer
11 Med. Red4rdsOfficer

III !PERSONNEL

12 PO el Adainistra:ye
13 Labor Negotiator
14 Payroll Officer

1 .

IV FINANCE
15 aPurchasing Agent

16 -Cashier

17 Rate Setter

V ossotemAra .0
18 Third Party Payer -

'19 Consummr

VT $ STATISTICS
20 Statistician V '

21 Accountant '

22 Audi ,or
23 Computer Ppcgrammer
24 Computer Analyst .

VII WMPING'
25 Systale Analyst
26 Planner - /

VII/ . PUBLIC RELATIONS
77 PR Offiber

tea Health Legislative Asst.
19 Medical lobbyist
.

,

Source: Center for Medical NahpoweStudies, November 1976
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Primary Tasks Performed by Major MPiICA Categories

CoNTBOL AND COQRDINATI , MIMSISAR=
38 39 40 41 42

sPesearch

43
Quality

COntrol

Supervision Safety
Control

Coordin
of Task

Traffic
Control

I MANNWJeNT
x

x

X
...../

x

-At ,
x

x

x

it 0

x

'Ix

x
x

1

x

1!

x

x

x

x

x

x

t

0

x
x
x .

x

x
`x

x
x

x

°

, x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

.

x

x

x

x

r

II

3
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x .

.

4

x .

-

-

x

x

,,,, x

x

.

. x

x
x

z
x

1 Office Manager
2 Ward Assistant Mgr.
5 Asst. Director

4 Medical Office Mist.

maintenance Supervisot
6Triage Supervisor
7 Ambulatory Adzenistuttor
8 Third Party Mgt. Officer
9 P.M. Agency Officer

II RECORE6
10 Admission Officer
11 Med. Records Officer*

III PERSONSP.L
12 Personnel Administrator,

Negotiator
.14 P roll Officer

Iv FIAract
15 PurchatksititAgent

16 Cashie
17 Rate Setter

V OMBUDSMAN
18 Third Party Payer
19 Consumer

VI t STATISTICS
20 Statistician
21 .ACcOuriti
22 Auditor. 11 %
23 Computer Programmer
24 Cosputer Analyst

ivu PLANNING
25 Systeme Analyst
26 Planner

VIII PUBLIC RELATIONS,
27 PR Officer

'

28 Health LegItelativeAsst
29 Medical lobbyist

Source: Can r for Medical Manpower Studies, November 1976 Ga
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The Union Epidemic, A Prescription for SUperyi-
sors, by Warren H. Chaney and THomag R. Beech,
.Aspentystems Corporation, Germantown,,Maryland,
1976, pp. VIII, l'44.

There should 11, no doubt that the autho of
'this book are aiming their written convictions
directly at hospital administrators, department
heads and front-line supervisors. They present
very strong views and detail a methodology fO'
permanently avoiding the spread of unionization
within medical institutionA.

The central theme of tht book is for management
-to give employees those benefits usually promised
by unions.- The authors complain that hospital
administrators waste a tremendous amount of
time and effort on various legal-tactics, which
in their view can only forestall the eventual
election of a union."

The tone of the book is set by the folloWing
.quote,, "We have often been asked, 'Don't some
employees need a union?' Our answer is loud and
clear 'no.' But some employees deserve a
union; i.e., if an employer. and the supervisors
do not care enough to try to understand,
communicate with, and properly supervise others,
then the union should win the election."

The specific recommenplations of the adthors,
are as follows. Special emphasis should be
placed on developing a sound communicalipns
system. This system should provide theiLdmirzIV-N,

stration with review and feedback in order to
reduce status awareness and Sosiar distance. A
strong effort should be made to know all your
employees as individuals. Continued efforts
must be made to-improve supervision by proper
selection, training, evaluation and involvement.
A proper grievance-procedure must be developd
in the institution. Heavy emphasis'must be V

4" 06



placed on salary policies and job promotion. In
order to accomplish many of these recommendations,
a strong emphasis should be placed on restruc-
turing the.institution by the expansion of job
enrichment prcrgrams and a reduction in the
management hierarchy.

..---,,.
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Health Manpower Information for Policy Guidance,

Report of a Conference sponso -; by Conserve-.
tion of Human:Resources, Col,s..ia University,
edited by Dale L. Hiestand and Miriam Ostow,
Ballinger Publishing Company, Cambridge, Mass.,
1976/.pp. XIV149,

The specific aims of this conference were "to
assess the available data on trends in the
supply, demand, and utilization bf health man
power and the -posa,bil:ities of assegblingiane,
.interpreting these data in the context of-a
longer framework_ for heS.1.2thiganpower analysis.' *`_

The authors soon realized that health manpower
data in the United States_must be viewed with
considerable skepticism. To a substantial
degree, health manpower data is' gathered by pro-

fessional associations representing specific
categories Of health manpower and expansionary
training at educational institutions. The .

authors found that hea manpower datA tends to
follow policy, rather than the reverse. A

typical illustration' suspect data is, in some

significant ,measure, those gathered and published

by thei National Center for Health Statistics.

The Cdnter's publication "Health Resources
Statistics'* estimated radiologic technologists,
technicians and assistants at 100,000 for each
and every year from 1968 through 1975. Con-

sidering the substantial growth in the utiliza-
tion of health facilities, beds and personnel
during this period, the constant figure of
100,000 is difficult,5CswaIlow. Estimates of

physicians in practi also seem to vary sub-
stantially. A recent questionnaire utilized in
the State of New Jersey indicated a variance of
approximately 20 percent among established

estimates of the number of practicing
-

physicians.
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A strong point was made by the authors that
national health manpower, data, perhaps with the
excepto.on of physicians, are not particularly
usefuiiin analyzing supply-demand relationships,
since United States represents not a-singll.e
marketIbut a serieL of local and regional
markets.

The/ recommendations-of this, conference con-
cerming data and its collection and utilization
seem to fall into several categories. There'l

Mas some consensus thgt. improved methodology
and technology. would be required to coordinate
data collection efforts, to reduce the possi-
bility of data gaps., and to encourage a regular
exchange between consumers and "producers of

and the data associated with
each r spective field. Some of the conference
participants' saw a need for a more "rigorous
analytic capability" rather than a strong'
effort to' collect additional data.

There are a series of incentives and con-
straints for educating and training health
manpower. The health educational system is
fragmented with uneven job opportunities for
various occupations. No rational relationships
exists between the 3000 training institutions
for registered nurses and the 115 medical
schools. Furthermore, coordination between
providers of health are and the educational
system is weak. Th lack cif-systematic inte-
gration is due to the belief that market forces
will bring about equilibrium between supply and
demand of various categories of-health-personnel.
Market forces function in positive fashion,
but the time lag in achieving equilibrium
creates bottlenecks of oversupply and/or
regional shortages.
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The Manpower Problem in Mental Hospitals, A
Consultant Team Approach, by Philip F. D. Seitz,
Elizabeth Jacob, Harold Koenig, Ruth Koenig,
Warren G. McPherson, Arthur A. Miller, Robert L.'
Sb4wart, and Dorothy Stock Whitaker, Internation-
al Universities Press, Inc., New York, 1976,

pp. xIII, 253.

The overall central aim of ,the psychiatric
consultant team is to raise the level of patient
care. This book describes the strategy of the
team approach with the' aim of practicing better
patient care by its emphasis upon understanding
the individual patient. The Psychiatric con:-

sultingteam consists of,-pSychiatrists,' psychol-
bgists, neurologists, social woikers and nurses.
This teaching team joins together in an attempt
to provide constructive training programs for
the entire hospital staff, wjeth, the _
of improving the morale, skiils, and efficiency_
of the exikting staff. This teaching team
deals with all levels of health workereerdM_T
the executive director of the health providers
to hospital aides.

-r

The authors note that, awhile consultants
have all the vulnerabilities of any outsider
they also have the stranger's most powerful
weapon, independence." Almost all large public
mental hospitals developed procedureS.which
soon turn into hard and fast rules. "In such a
,situation, independent thought and action are
apt to be considered the works of the rebel, so _

that the innovator very soon de arts; leaving
the field to the cautious, the earful, or the
helpless - in this case, the career administra-
tors, the doctors without training, and the
patients." The consultant team made a direct
attack on the status quo of the entire environ-
mentof hospital life. Their efforts were

aimed at casting traditional policies and

4.0
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bureaucratic rules and regulations in order to
-provide some direct assistance for the patients.

-The consultaftt team generally found a very
low ratio of-medical staff to patients. This
ratio was generally in the area of about one to
one hundred sixty. Further, many, if not Most,
medical .staff were totally without psychiatric
training.

The authors note that it was rather striking
to all how "something" appeared to occur in all
cafes where the consultant team became involved
directly with the patient. State psychiatric
hospitals have traditionally provided custodial
care. Any individual or team effort to provide
concentrated individual attention to these
patients receives a very positive.response. Not
only is a very positive response achieved from
the patientsi,but this phenomen in turn provides

:evidence to-the regular medical-Staff that
positive steps as those provided by the psy-
chiatric team can indeed make a significant
impact on the entire negative atmospheTe of the
institution.

Finally, the psychiatric team, despite
numerous prol?lems, developed strong and worth-
while relationships with patients, performers
and hospital administrators. At the conclusion
of the psychiatric team effort an&study, the

,- regular hospital staff had taken over and were
conducting the necessary training programs
themselves.
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A Spy In the Howe of Medicine by George A.
Silver, A;pen Systems Corporation - Germantown,
Maryland, 1976, pp. XI, 309.

The author believes thq, the existing system
of medical care in the UKited States does
function, although.he points out the serious
problems which have been allowed to develop and
which tend to threaten its viability. Silver
pinpoints the issues he pprceivesas problem
'areas and advances a number of suggestions which
`could lead to solutions. A strong emphasis is
placed on the human as opposed to the techno-
logical side of medical care. There is a broad
discussion of financing and reimbursement,
hospital cost containment, the rise in medical
care demand, the lack of access and availability,

medical education, role expectations- vs. the
job, indicators of-quality control, the organi-
zation of health services, federal involvement,
and national health insurance.

For our purposes we will concentrate on .the
author's disdussion of health manpower includ-
ing the physician and non-physician health care
personnel.

The author highlights the very substantial-
increases over the last fifty years in the use

of allied health personnel. He makes the point
that the staff-to-patient ratio has increased
by over 50 percent in the past 25 years.
Silver makes a strong point in noting that the
substantial increases in allied hearth manpower
in a rather hphazard fashion without .regard to
significant reform in either task distribution
or job descriptions is very difficult to correct
once the practice has gained a significant
foothold. The author believes there is a
definite need to move health manpower from in-
patient facilities to outpatient services and
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that this move could be most productive in
providing better and more quality services in
places where services are now in short or in-
adequate supply. One prime example used by the
author is in the area of mental health. He
believes that far too many individuals are in-
patientsin mental institutions. "Commqnity
ambulatory services, foster home,care, cottage
parent approaches, etc., would provide for more
suitable, satisfactory, human treatment, as well
as socially desirable and useful activities for
those who are mentally and emotionally dis-
turbed. " The author forcefully makes the point
that community mental health centers are not
properly staffed with outreach ,oal6abilities
sufficient to provide the assortment of mental
health services required iri the community.
Patients who are released from in-patient mental
facilities do not have the required amount of .

outpatient support. Far too often the result 4is mental patients "half dazed with drugs ",
roaming in the community without proper super-
vision, observation and the social services
they require.

The author makes a similar analogy with re-,
qpo.ct to short-term general in-patient utiliza-
tion. He believes far more emphasis should be
placed on providing well staffed community
services for ambulatory care.

Silver does emphasize the dangers in-releas-
ing inadequately trained "passionately active
health workers" on the general public. "The
so-called 'demystification' of medicine, where-
by people are encouraged to take care of them-
selves without consulting a physician, is useful
Only if those people so encouraged have
sufficient background and understanding of
disease, diagnosis and treatment to be able to
deal with the symptoms in a reasonable, truly
beneficial way."
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Physician Productivity and The Demand for Health
Manpower, by Uwe E. Reinhardt, Ballingdr Pub-
lishing Company, Cambridge, Mass., 19/5, pp.
XXIJ, 311.

The author supports the view that the per-
ceived overall shOitage'of medical seryites
appears to reflect inefficiencies in the pro-*
duction of these services much more than a lack
of medical manewer. A great portion of the
analysis is restricted to the physician only.
The author shows that the physician-population

4110
ratio in United States will increase over
the next f ecades if the capacity of our
medical schools were restricted to their 1575
projected levels: he author suggests that
even if there were a shortage of physicians it
would amount to a short run problem. He would
attempt to solve this short run problem by a
continued liberal policy toward the immigratipn

. of foreign-trained physicians and increased
efforts to increase the productivity of American
physicians by the additional use of allied .

health manpower and a proper utilization of the
physicians work e fort.,

Using production4function estimates, the author
shows how average physician productivity could
be increased between 30 and 50 percent by
increasing allied health manpower support staff
from 1.75 aides per physiciln'to an apparent»

s

optimum of four., Physician productiVity was
measured by rates of patient visits or patient
billings.

The author discusses the policy implications
of his analysis by outlining two, extreme posi-
tions with respect to,the formulation of health
manpowet polidy: First, the economy could
prodUce additional medical training facilities

to increase the number of active health
'personnel, particularly physicians. The end
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0/ . 4.
'cresult; mere physiCians, perhaps. _a

Asurigus,and a tacit notifidation of the health
industry's current policieS on the utilization
of.fac,O.litief and manpower.

t.

, .

The 'extreme to this pisitiOn'would be the,. ,

itvelopment of healt.1-176are annpealth manpower
licies '"against the standard some precon-

ceived ideal health-d%livery ay/stem and
consciously seek to drive the health-care 4,

',sdctok toward tills ideal, if'tha't sector cannot.
be'eipeCted to do go on its own volition :" The
attainment Of Ihis goal would'probab lead to
direct federal or state iegtilation o aealth
care providers. She author mention several -

ar740 where ithi8 regulation might be ffective,"
i.e:tsmandiping.regional networks of health-cafe .
facilitiestiral staffing patterns for health
care providers;aand monetary incentives used to
encourage health pioviders to adjust utilization
'4and health: manpower along lines consistent with
national policy.

. A central'theme running throughout this study
is to underplay the traditional emphasis 41,0 the
supply of physicians orfoiher health.nenpower
and*concentrata-MOre on ;'the de, erminants of
the ddMancifor physiciancjsuppo -4 personnel."
The author ,places strong empha soon educe=
ing consumers on the benefits of task delega-
tioh and theoelimihation, of the'existing regal' ,--

constraints on the utilization oi! allied-ht4 th
'manpoWer.s

" Finally,,the ilithor'does stress thp probable
need to place economic and legisleftNe. pressure
on physicians- to organize their offices and the
general delivery of ealth care in modes that

; will be mere conomic y sound.
.6
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Howard Birnbaum, "Career Origins, On-The-Joil

Training and Earnings," Southern Economic 7,-

journal., April 1976, pp. 587-599.,

The author asserts that different "job exper-

iences" obviously result in different types and

amounts of on-the-job experiences, all this

article is an attempt to clarify the nature of

the differential effects of alternative job ex-

periences by examining the effects of career'

,origieOn the acquisition of on-the-job training.

A central hypothesis is that failure to stand-

ardize for career origin incorret%attributes,

earnings differentials to differences'in'formal

education, rather than differences in on-the-job

training.

Appropriate evaluation Of the effect of the.'

job structure can occur only after the meaning,

of job experience is'understood. As a first_

step this article develops an analysis of career

origins as a measure of the effect of the job

experience. Then a categorization of-job ex-

perience is developed. And finally these cate-

ciated with earnings, relative to.starting in

gories are used to suggest the potential limits

earnings; and since earpings are assumed tolbec

promotion.

supports the argument that starting in the high

respect to fdUr job-sectors affects his later
position of the individual's first job with

which the job experience may place on Individual

economic significance of sector variables

uals who have more °filen opportunity to acquire
at least roughly relateb to skills, th-Pindivid-

earning's. Through regression analysis ,he

and median skill sectors is positively Asso-

jobs with less opportunity for training and

training and labor market experiences.

and use these skills will receive higher

The specific hypothesis tested was that the
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In conclusion the article argues that failure ,

to account for on-the-job training, for which
career origins is a proxy, will tend to over-
state the returns to edUcation. The author
notes that the econometric results supplort
this argument by indicating that if an indi-
vidual's career origins are, in an occupation
which etovided access to generalizable skills,
the individhal's earnings in all later occupa-
tions will be higher for a given level ofeduca:-
-tion, race, etc.

C
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Bonnie Bullough, RN, PK.D., "The Law and, The

Expanding Nursing Role;" American Journal of
ublic Health, March 1976, pp:249-254.

4.

This article traces the legal stages of
licensure of nurses, front the early 1900's to
the present when the role of registered nurse
is changing rapidly as any nurses take on
expanded 'responsibilities in both acute and
primary settings. As background the author
notes the psychological barriers to the
exanded role of nurses, resulting fibm the
difficulties nurses experienced in seeing.
themselves as deci?ion makers in the diagnostic
and,treatment process. Added to these psycho-
logical farriers were some very tangible
barriers ih the form of the 'state nurse
Rtactice'acs.

The first phase of action occurred in the
20th centup when nurses actively campaigned
far, state laws to register-trained nurses in an
effort-to bring some order into a chaotic educa-
tional system and to differentiate the trained
nurse from'the untrained. 'State licensure
seemedtto be a reasonable mechanism for achiev-
ing these goals, following the pattern of
physidians. All subsequent licensing acts for
other health workers were essentially amend-
ments to thb medical practice acts.

The first nurse registration act "Waspassed
by North Carolina, in 1903, and three others
were passed in the same year. By 1923 all
states had enacted nurse Iidensure laws, but
none of these acts,included a definition-of
nursing in terms of the scope and practice of
the profession:

The second phase' of nursing.licetisure began

th 1938cwhen tife first-Mandatory practice act



was passed'asse in New York. This law established
two levels of nurses, registered and practical,
and restricted nursing functions to members of
these -tt.so 'groups. The American Nursing Associa-
tion adopted a model definition of nursing, and
this became the basis-of many state laws.
However, the clear. prohibitions in the majority
of the state nursing acts independent diagnosis
and treatment were a sianficant barrier to the
development of expanded,roles for nurses.

The third phase bega recently, and during the
past five years 30 states have enacted amend-
ments to their nurse practice acts to
nurses taking on diagnostic_and treatment
functions. There are still 13 jurisdictions
which'have statutory prohibitions against nurses_
.diagnosing and treating paefents.

There are at least four different approaches
_which states have taken in ope)ng up the,
nursing role, but ozkerall, they nave acted as
a stimulus to the developmbnt of nurse
practitioners. Despite the many gains,
numerous legal issues and problers remain to
be confronted:

(
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John Fry, "An Overview of Primary Health Care,"

International Journal of Health Services, Vol.
6, No. 2, 1976, pp. 309-314.

The main hypothesis is that most hospital care
is not necessary and can-be replaced by pr.vate
health care. First, psimary health care to y
take the Form of self-areif indeed
Public knows how to take care of it. Secondly,
wider'use;should be made of vertical or-hori-
zon6L1 primary professional care administered
by ph tans and other health personnel.
Primary health care not- a monopoly of the
generaliPractifioner, the specialist, the ped-
iatrician or the internist. It is shared by
nuitseS, social wotkerS and many other profession-
a1'groups. Much of the traditional health care
can be carried out by medical assistants, nurse
practitioners or others. Fir a long time in
both Africa and India, medical assistants have
provided medical care for the villages. In

China, the now famous barefoot doctors, with
little training, care for villagers. In Czarist
Russia, Peter the Great introduced, e

feldshers to help in the army be ca e there
we-re no physicians. In Canada, at McMaster
University, an experiment showed that a nurse
practitioner can accomplish many of the medical
tasks that traditionally belonged to the
physician. In the United States, somewhat
begrudgingly, primary health care people are
considered to be not ohly the physicians but
also the nurse practitioners and other health
personnel. In Britain, under the national
health system, the general practice is comprised
of hOme nurses,.health.visitors and midwives.
Slowly the non-physicians-are getting, more and
more responsibilities and doing more of the work.
The replacement of many tasks of"primary.health
care from the physician to the non-physician and
other health personnel may,iMpair employability
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of today's medical student.
Therefore, there isan urgent need for

a reexamination of healthgersonnel requirements for the 1980's.



Alp

Sidney R. Garfield, M.D., Morris F. Cohen,
0 ,

Robert Feldman, M.D., Krikor Soghikian, M.D.,

M.P.H., Robert H. Richart, Ph.D., and James H.

Duncan, B.S.I.E., "An EvalQation of an Ambulatory

Medical-Care Delivery System," The _Vew England

journal of Medicine, February 19, 1976-,-pp, 426-

431.

-The authors of this article are all affiliated

with the Department of Medical Methods Research,

Kaiser Foundation Research Institute and Perman-

ente Medical Group, an organizat. that has
spearheaded private prepaid health plans. They

note that all the new approaches to the delivery

of health.services focus on "the elimination of

fee-for-service financial barriers in order to

assure access to care for the sick. However,

these approaches invariably resulted in a pSra-

dox: e i aired ,the very. acces they were

meant to ure because they inherently pro-

duced increased demand, inflationary costs and

maldistribution of physician services."

To eliminate this paradox, the authors designed

a medical care delivery system that would re-

lieve the impaired access to care. Two basic so

changes in the traditional delivery system were

made. 'The first was a method of access through

a paramedically-staffed he,V.th -evaluation

service that, with minimum physician involve-

ment, can separate the users of prepaid services

into three components: the well sand worried

well; the asymptomatic sick; and the sick. The

second. change involved an appropriate service

to receive each of these components: a health

care service, staffed by paramedical staff, for

the well and worried well; a preventive

maintenance service, staffed by paramedicals,

for the monitoring and follow-up opservation,of

the asymptoitetic sick; and a sick-care service

ic which physicians tend those affected by
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acute or other chronic illnesses.

This new system was instituted at the Kaiser-
Permanente Medical Center in Oakland, California,
and by using a sample of 4369 patients, it
was compared with the traditional delivery
system. Analysis of the records indicated a
savings of 0.50 physician hours and $28.21 of
physician costs per patient in the entry
work-up process, an average saving of about
70 percent. In-additiOn the new system
provided access to new patients within 24 to
48 hours, as compared to six to eight weeks

- for a new appointment in the traditional system.

-Such an experiment is vital to the utiliza-
tion of manpower in the health care industry.
A significant saving in the scarce resdur.4E2
physicians, is indicated. While the author
contend that the concept of the new system -

appears to bvtransferable to most forms of
practiCe,'many gore experiments with this con-
cept should be conducted in order to confirm r

this contention.

I
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Marilyn Heins, M.D.; Sue SmOck, M.S.; Jennifer
Jacobs, M.D.; Margaret Stein, "Productivity of
Women Physicians," Journal of the American
Medical Associatio, October 25, 1976, pp. 1961-
1964.

The main hypothesis of the analysis is that
the-re is no difference in productivity between
male and female physicians. The analytical
study is based on 87 randomly selected women
physicians in metropolitan Detroit. To date
there are 50;000 female physicians in the-,
United States; and in 1975 one out of every fair
freshmen enrolled in medical school was a woman.
Therefore,'in a few years hence, one-fourth of
all physicians will be a femalgT'as compared
with only B percent-today. The median age of
women physicians is about 46 years, about

_ one-fourth have -a pediatric specialty, and
another quarter are in general medicine. There
are few (6 percent) in surgery.

The survey found that 84 percent of the women
physicians were working as physicians at the
time of the survey. About 6 percent were
woxicing part-time (more than 20 hours), and
only 4\percent Wcirked less than 20 hours.

. Four -fifths of all ..men with children under
.18 worked full time. Child care has a small
effect on the productivity of the majOrity of
women in the sample. Contrary to other
studies, it is shown here that women physicians
have worked continuously-for about three-quart -

quarters of the time since graduating from

medical school. Short-comings exist because,
besides the partial household help some women
get, three-quarters of the women from the
sample do all the cooking, shopping, child
care and money-management in the household.
While the productivity of women physicians is
high, the problems facing the female physician
(being a wife apd.mother) are still as stringent
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as before. More of the canine received in the
sample indicated that mos of the women found it
very difficult to cope w'th both their profession-,
al and their family int rests.

Now that we are appro thing the stage when ;5
percent of all doctors w'll be female, the
assumption that only women have the responsir
bility of household maintenance should be
dropped. Instead, the responsibilities of
household tasks should be shared by both
husband and wife: The conclusion of an article
by Jus.sin and Mueller that women work two-fifths
fewer hours in their lifetimes than men as
shown by samples is refuted, and it is asserted
that the productivity of women is not much
different than that of male physicians.

4
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Fred J. Hellinger, "The 'Volume of Care Provided

in Health Care Settings under Medicare,_"

Atlantic Economic Journal, Spring 1976, pp. 54-
60.

The hypothesis is that there is a certain
degree of substitution among health are facil-
ities. A study by Davis and Russell shows that ,

the demand for outpatient care is a function of
the price of inpatient care and the price cf
outpatient care and other variables. Davis and
Russell found a very high'elasticity of demand
for outpatient care (0.85) with respect to the
price of,inpatienY care; when the room charges
are included in the inpatient price the elasti-
city is at least 1.46.

fo,

The author examines the substitution and sees
some problems with pricing. An attempt is made
to an§wer the question of whether national 'v

health insurance should cover extended care -di

4:
facilities, outp' lent, and home health care.
In order to dete 'ne this it is necessary to
know the substitute availability patterns which
would emerge', from a national health insurance
plan. The Model used is for 1968 (after Medi-.
care was-implemented), and the findings are that
there is,a significant amount of substitution
between extended care 44facilities and short-term
hospital care. It seems that the rate of avail-
ability of hospita%l beds will have lowered the
use of extended care facilities beca2se .

physicians are less inclined to transfer -a

patient out of the hospital if it has

unoccupied beds. The biggest problem is to
determine how new hone health care is
affected by coinsurance.and how it can affebt .

extended care facilities. Home health care may
-4

mean many things, sue.' as attendance by a nurse

if the patient is helpless, or home Visits by
any other allied health professional'. The_

e
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average number of visits may be meaningless..
^ Intuitively it is known.4 that home flekth careis th eapest form oftlie-alth care, but the

ove-s remains whether it can satisfy the
nee ,f the population at largq, especially
the elderly who need medical care. In ,therfinal analysis, there ,is little drawn() price

isubstitution*between 'outpatient health Care,
home health care , -short-term he-alth care andextended care facility' use. This .is so
because Medicare covers only part of routpetien*
and home health care; Yet there, is no way to

-'know how much Medicaret provisions really
influence this change.

.*
c"0The argumient is that , physicians are leg"g`

concerned with the price effect, and mote
Concerned with the availability of hospital

. and extended care facility beds.' It.seems
that outpatient" and hOme health care are sub-, stitutes for short-term health care and
extended *care facilities but that they cannotbe affected by price. If. we could distinguish'
between net costs to the patients f, the' priceelasticity of stthstitution could be realistic
gaily gietermin;d. As it start ds , the price
itself dies,ppot vcessarily influence ill
dema'nd for home health care versus short -term
hospitals aid extended care facilities. The
Conclusion, isdrihat the coverage of outpatient

:* \ np.rs4.ng home care 14 'Medicare has resulted in
increase of overall l ', costs., but a decrease -In-lithe uSe of short-term hospitals.
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Geraldine Holmes, George E. Livingston and -

Elizabeth Mills, "Contribution of a Nurse
Clinician to Office' Practice Productivity:
Comparison of Two Sole Primary Care Practices,
Tiecath Service Researon, Spring 19'76, pp. 21-33.

Because of a desire to learn more about the.
impact of nurse clin4cians.on the avail ility

.of-primaryscare service ip Kansas, a se ies of
'productivity case studies was initiate in the
summer of 1974. In the case study repbrted in
this article, productivity was assessed in two
solophysician practices, one with only a nurse
to assist the physician -(practice I) and the
other with a nurse clinicianin addition to the'

istered nurse (practice II). The comparisons

hasized are (1rthe different roles of the
47'

nurse in p c ice I 'ad@ The ,nurse clinician in

practice ;I; 2) the hype of patient services

. each professional provides; and (3) the produc-
tivity of each practice, measured in terms of the

number of patient visits processed during a
standafd time period.

4

The two practices were similar in the 9istrL-
bution of patient problems presented and i0the
demographis,socioeconomic, and racial chofacter-

istits o-rthe patient population served. The

researchers lected data in each practice for

12 consecu workdays, and the meOlod involved
timing 'ill office activities of the physicians,
the nurse clinician and. the nurse, and coding

the data in predetermid categories.

.TEe nurse clinigian7s kimarylesponsibilities
involved'managing'selected types of patient
visits independently, whilethe nurse in practice
I was responsible for the toerformance of
rzutine nursing tasks, bookkeeping, and office

maintenance. The nurse spent only 15 percent
of her day.in direct patient contact, compared

u 4
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to 48 percent for the'nurse
clinician.' Almost

75 percent of the problems handled alone by the
urse involved a scheduled procedure and no

t 'gnifi:cant evaluation of the patient's problem;
r the nurse clinician the

comparative. figureN
_ as only 5 percent.

The da suggest that the nurse clinician
contribu dt'substantially to the productivity

,dT practice Ifi; and in addition, by seeing
patients first the nursetcliniCian saved thes .

physician titme. D5tpite thxfact that
physician I spent more time in direct patient

)..

contact (64 percent of his day) 41
did

physician iI (56 percent 'of his , the
former 4aw fewer patient4 a day bec4use he 1

spent more time in -cenversatipn with patients,
hilfory-taking, and patient education or
counseling., When only visits-managed indepen-
dently ky the nurse clinician are counted, the
yrojected difference in annual.proddCtivity is
1848 patient visits, or 20 percent. Wenall
visits axe used in the calculation the erOjected

-

difference inproductivity"is 2856 13,44/1t
visits, or 31 percent. The evidence available
indicates that the nurse clinician in practice II
increased the.propibti/ity-of the practice
without increasing costs to patients. She has
been well accepted by patients, and the quality
of patient care has not diminished.

..
,-------
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Irving Leveson and Eliz abeth ,Rodgers, "Hospital

Cost In\.flation and Physician PaYment,i1 American
Journal of Economics and Sociology, April r976,
pp'. 161-174. - -

, .

A

'This is'an exploratory analysis of the
physician revenue maximisation hypothesis. Ail

attempt'is made, to explain why hospitals costs 't

ark 20 times the level of 1940. It is shown,-
1\

that the marginal pioduct of physicianS, th pl.
consequently incOme,'can be increased by

. .1. .

increasing the Ittilization'of allied-health
-, , .- s,

-

,

personnel and introducing technology and
,

-, ,

equipment, and other ancilliar services. ,With

%increasing health' insur&ice,coverage, the
- tendency is to increase hospital services.w"

Hospitals perfdem services fo5 which the. ''

physici ii paid, thus furthering the. income

bf physician ate argument is that when the-=
Aysiciati-werks for

.

a-fed,rather than a salary',.

there is .a tendency to 4,usb for the use cif more .

.non- physician laorand'more technology. For
,'physicians' this is an external edonomly and,

internalized, increases their incomes. . The

main
.

main Implication is that a physician should be
. .

divorced ,from 914 managerial deCision Maktng
'on the growth of hospital services and.tech-
nology becaUse .it is'selfLieriling. When
physicians donot exercise primary direct
control', as in HMO's, costs are kept dbwn.

-41when productivity does not increase at the 4
samel)ace with wages or when a factor of pro-

" duction such as Aabor is used more, or is paid
more than is is used, Prices increase. Over
the last two decades, wages of allied health
personnel increased faster than wages for aom-
jparative Occliiations in other industries. This

. - happened simultaneously with incsreases-ift the

average skills bf health personnel and an-in-
crease of capital per patieit, but nod an

62



increase of stlf per patient day.

Based on the physician revenue maximization
hypothesis, the general conclusion of this
analysis is that the rate of).nflation in
hospitals is directly associated with the type'
of institutional arrangements. The cost of '
hospitals tends to be lower when physicians
do not control the hospitals. When physicians
controlhe administration of health providers,
they'aimjor more allied health personnel to
do moitof the physicians.' kmrk for which'
physicians are paid, for more equipment that
allows for more patients, and for higher fees
or salaries.

4
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Susan Scott Lewis, "Nurses and Trade Unions in
Britdin,i' International Journal. of Health
Services,. Vol. 6, No* 4, 1976, pp. 6121 -649..

Noting the poor pay and working conditions of
nurses in'Britain, the article prftents in detail
the failure of the organizations representing
the nurses to negotiate reasonable wages. A
number of factors contributed to the failure of
the Whitley Council negotiations 111! the past.
The Health Service trade unions' are poorly re=
presented on the councill They are not united
and largely h right -wing leadership and
_policies. Vocatibnal and profeSsiorial aspects -

p
.

of nursing,homes,in the past, have been resented
in contradiction to trade union actiliity and
political consciousness. And the fadt_that
nurses, are predominately. women lacking "in trade

union organizationthas militated against
successful negotiations.

The author 'describes in detail a series of
events, including strike actions' by nurses during
1974,,which led to a substantial pay raise. The
award amounted to an extra 170 million pounds to
be spent on nurses' wages per year, and the re-
sponse of the unions we's a qualified acceptance.

Although a target salary of 3,000 pounds per
year was reached for ward sisters, some studemt
purses received-increases of only 5.6 percent,
giving them a salary of between 1,125 and 1,323,
pounds a year. The Unions continued to negotiate
for increased salaries for the ldwer-paid nurses,
a reduced working week, a ban on agency nurses
in theeNational Hetalth Service,'-improved accoMo-
dations, increased special -duty payments,and
total 'abolition of spiit-shift working.

There were many positive aspects of the 1974
pay campaign. The whole question of the deteri-
ortionof the NHS and its need of additional
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funds was highlighted. Many nurses joined their
trade uniot, ar,td many already unionized aligned
with the workilig, slasri to defend the concept of
a, fu y socialized system of health care.
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Charles R. Link and John H. Landon, "Market
Structure, Non-Pecuniary' Factors, and Profes-
sional Salaries: Registered Nurses," Journal

Econo-r:cs and 3us:.:,:ess, Winter 1976-, pp. 151-

155.

The principal goal of this article is to test
the hypothesis that the wage rate for a standard
grade andlquantitTof labor-will tend to vary '

directly with the extent of product-market
power--i.e., the inelasticity of product demand
..facing the firm--and inversely wfth the extent

of monopsony power--i.e., with the inelasticity
of-supply of labor to the firm. Since in the
hospital industry monopoly in the product
market is likely to coincide with monopsony in
the labor market for nurses, the authors have
selected this as the ideal place to test this
tradeoff. .

The authors describe their study_es unique in
sew6ral ways: (1) starting salaries, rather
than average salaries are employed; (2) sepa-
rate analyses are made on baccalaureate and
diploma nurses; (31 concentration is measured
by an entrophy index as well as the tradition-
al concentration ratio; and (4) data from:
individual hospitals instead of average data
from standard metropolitan statistical areas

'4 are 4tilized. A kurvey of 520 hOspitals was .'

conducted in Ndvenler 1973, and in ,the final
Sample 31AI/hospitals were included: ,Tile sample ,

was drawn from both large and small cities,, and
included the major categories of general .

.service hospitaA.

The influsges of, monopsony on hospital
nurses' salaries were estimated by ordinary
leatt squares. The dependent variables were
the starting annual salaries of registered W)
nurses with a diploma and of registered nurses

with a baccalaureate, both with.no previdus

,66 -7 t)
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-experience. The independent variables used
were: entropy; type of hospital; manufacturing
hourly wage; cost of living; region4 and non-
monetary benefits. The results illustrated a
strong and systematic negative relationship
between nurses' salaries and the degreeof
monopsony; and this relationship held even when
such other considerations as type of hospital,
area salaries, price index and nonmonetary
factors are included in the earnings equation.

Clearly there are other market factors that
may. be important, The authors recognize this
at the" article's conclusion by indicating that
a complete model of the nursqllabor market
should include such factors asunionization,

.9. the presence of hospital associations,-and
'Various other dimensions of supply and demand.

II
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John H. Morrow' and Arch B. Edwards, "U.S. Health

Manpower Policy: Will the Benefits Justify the

Costs," Journal of Medical Economics, October ,

1976, pp. 7917805:

The author .of this article question the
United 'States policy on health manpower, by ,4
indicating that more manpower in the health
field is being "purchased" at-ia high cost,.
while the resulting health benefits to the
nation are likely to be negligible. The current

possible

policy is to exparrd as rapidly as
possible available manpower in the health field

on the assumption that this will insure better
health for the American people."

The article notes that under current policies
the physician to population ratio will be
50 perceqt higher in the year 2000 than today's"
ratio, but at a cost of diverting- another "

4 perce or more of (34P from other purposes
into he-SIth care. However, there are strong
indications that only marginal Benefits, if -

any, in the overall health of the American
people will rult. Hea,lth improvement as
measured by increases in life expectancy has
some undefined limit, and more personal health
services does hot seem to expand the limit.-
Changes. in life 'style and in the environniect

have a more direct effect on health and
longevity than does an increase in tte
'phisician/population ratio.

Taking up the problem of the maldistri tion'

p f health services. and health manpOwer, t e

authors note that past increases' in health
manpower failed to result in -a more equal
geographic distribution, and there is no

reason to assume that future increases will
have any other ditribution. The authors also

note that in recent years the number of
first -year residents j-n family practice

68
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programs was far below the number,required to

replace retiring generalc.practitioners and to
keep pace with population growth.

The authors argue that the United States
adopt policies that reduce the rate at which
we are adding to the United States health
manpower pool. It is a costlyarid cruel
illusion that better health will result from
such a policy. They suggest that the nation
reexamine its goals and priorities ih order to
makea wiser decision.

The article correctly notes that the mere
expenditurepf funds to increase numbers of
health manpower is not really sufficient to
improve the overall health of the nation or the
maldistribution of health resources. However,
few specific suggestions are made as to what
policies or strategies should be substituted.
But perhaps that is due in a forthcoming
article.

e.'
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Donald M. Steinwach, Sam Shapiro, Richard!
/
Yaffe,

David M. Levine, and Henry Seidel, "The Aole of
New.Health Practitioners in a Prepaid Group
Practice," Medical Care, February 1976, pp.
95-120.

i

This article presents the first set of results
of a study of the delivery of care of a prepaid
group practice program, the Columbia Medical
Plan, where a decision was made to increase
markedly the use of New Health Practitioners
(NHP).. The underlying rationale.for this move
was the expectation that NHP would rep'resent an

economic alternative, without loss in quality,
to more traditional modes of practice through
improved utilization of the physician's special-
illpd training and skills. The approach taken.
Maas to delegate common ambulatory problems and

routine physical examinations to the NHP under
appropriate supervision. This paper provides
information on one significant segment.of the
findings, i.e.,.the changes that occurred in

the distribution of ambulatory care between the
NHP and physicians over a three-year period.in
the Departments of Medicine and Pediatrics.

During the period July 1971 to 1974 the
Department of Medicine made major changes in
the mix of providersi starting from a.predomin-___

antly physician staff and goihg to a majority
of NHP. The three years of experiences-- showed
the ,following: *-

1. The annual number of patient visits per
FTE physician as a first provider decreased;
however -an increasing proportion of physician-
patient encounters were with the health associ-
ate_as the first provider:

.2. Physicians retained the primary role in
the diagnosis, "creatment, and maintenance of
nrollees with chronic conditions.

:
-
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3. Health associates assumed-17Drimary role
in the diagnosis and treatment of acute self-
limited condition and acute conditions for which
there- is usually limited uncertainty in diagno-,-
sis and are typically responsive to therapy.

The Department of Pediatrics paralleled the,
Department of Medicine in the e*tensive use of

NHP in ambulatory care. During the three-year
period changes in the distribution oi ambula-
tory care between NHP and physicians accompanidd
a grsvater increase in the-qfalth associate staff
than in the number of pediAricians to meet the
peed-of an expanding enrollment. The general
characteristics of these changes were:

1. The annual number of encounters seen by
FTE pediatrician decreased; however, the
encounters when the pediatrician was a second
provider increased slightly.

2. Health associates managed an increasing
pruortiOn of all X11-child care and assumed
an expanding role in evaluation, diagnosis and
treatment of common ambulatory conditions.

3. Pediatricians retained a prIlmary role in
the disis and treatment. of chronic condi-
tions and 0in the more serious acute conditions.

Rough estimates were made on the. ratio of
health "alsoCiates to additional physicians who.
would have been required if there had been\a
lesAActensive NHP program:. 'In adult medicine,
the ratio was 2.6 healtkaSS.Ociates to one FTE
physician; in plApoiatrics the ratio was estimated
at 2.1.
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Paul E. Stritan and Dhrryl Enos, "Medical Market/
Performance and Health Maintenance Organiza-
tions," Atlantic Econonii,c Journal, Spring 1976,

pp. 4652.

141

The main hypothesis is that HMO's can"contri-
bute greatli to increased efficiency and de-,
creased colt` of health care delivery. In 1976,

about $130 billion or 8.3 percent of the GNP
were spent .for health care._ In the 19th century
it was felt that.education is a citizen's right,
w4ile in the 20th century proper health care
for everyone is an accepted goal. _.

Government at all levels7federai, State and
local-has attempted in various ways (Medicare,
Medicaid, clinics, municipal hospitals, etc.)
to fulfill the health care goal... 'Prcograms had

known degtees of success but the attempt to
,accomplish unusual health care programs through
the market has been tie least successful. With .

the U.hr. institutional approach some "market"
'form is more plausible ,than a "socialized" type

of healt3+...44re. This' is why HMO's respond best.

HMO's present favorable and unfavorable 411I

aspecre-p- On the positive side, first, HMO".a.

are "private" with little government machines
and control. Second, it can be flexible in
form; physicians may join it completely or on
a part-tine basis. Third, the consumer has
more of achoice: he may choose between a, .

private practice and an HMO. Fourth, consumers
feel more secure when they knOw that ,they are
completely covered'for al4 their health needs.
Fifth, within an HMO, allied health personnel
can be used more effectively with more setvices
for consumers at a lower cost. Sixth, the team

approach of HMO's allows for immediate response
of specialists when needed. Seventh, an HMO

has to be responsive to consumer needs because

they depend on the consumer for their liveli-
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hn. Eight, in HMO's,. economies of scale can
be realized. Nine, 'as a response the' federal

110: ' government has ratAnalized federal,flitiding ,"A
and designed.local health planning age es
(HSA's]. "4

On the negatve side, the AMA be eve4that 7---
. .

physician prerogrativts may be impel d'when
woAcing for as salary. Also critics s that,. .

customers are under- ved because of the
..-

.

o..,
..minirt anal service goaloof fiMO!s and becauae f

lit 'shortcomings of maiS'production service. There
...)s Abre waiting, less personal relationships,
* ,and the'team approach is more physician

't centered than centered. Often, the .. .

4

physician will work longer boars ip solo
practice and physicians,are still reluctant to,
work with assistance of allied health personnel..
,Finally, HMO's serve only employed
so that the unemployed and 'therefore th or

; aye unrepresentep'makiii itiolicrithinatoryr in
fact, ifnot in letter.

°

.,- -

As
%
in any organizatiorrichUge, the negative 01

aspects -will continue to'plaque'the ftMO'dIfor
.

A.long,time. On balance, the HMCI''F perftliKan

imQ0riant-servicakwill tend to.decrease or
at least level costs,of health care; indeed,
their economic feasibility haa alreit belp
eRtablithed.' . co:. '.
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David Widgeryi, "Union and St es in the '.
National Health Service in ain," Inter-

ional JournaZ,iof Health vices, Vol, 6,
. 2, 1976, pp. 301-308.

In this Very short article the author outlines
the origins of the principal blue-collar a
white-collagrade unions in the British alth
Service, and sketch's their growth since the
establishment of the Natiohal 'Health Service in (
1949. He traces the strike. actions from the
1970 unoffical stri:ke_A oilaemy workers to' 4.

i;
theOunofficiiii nationS i ustrial action over
working hourOwsby junioi.h spital doctors, and
Otresses,the-infrease in militancy that has
spread thtrough the industry. It is argued that
while strike actions in hospitals in the early
1970's was a novel tatiic adopted ,4s-alast ,

resort by blue-cpllar4workers pressing fort...-.
wage increases, now industrial action over a.
wide range of politicaL and medical issues` has
be taken by all types of hospital workers,
in ding the white-co

author'sThe.author's pfesentationlis-too bri,X to _do
justice to'the evolving.j.ndustrial relat2bns
system that has developed (and is still develop-
ing) in the British health care industry. Itt -

falls to gibe the detailed. rationale for the
growth- militancy of the unions' involved,

'41k:
but thi y be due to limitations of

4
-... ' What may be questioned, however, is th author's

assertion that.th'-aritish National Health
Service is under challenge and' that the. strike

..* , actions by unions are playing a central part fn
the national debate over the future of the '
service. f.f this is so, the author knows more
than he has told the reader. There is little
in the article from0which one can conclude that

,the strike actions of hospital workers are ., ..,

significant to the fu"Ute of Btitain's NHS.'"
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